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ED JPP Stroke Symptoms Acute

Patient Care

NIH Stroke Scale (NOTE)*
- Immediately move patient to Critical Care room and notify ED Provider (NOTE)*

☑ Dysphagia Screen
- (1) If patient passes the screen, then advance diet as tolerated to Cardiac Diet;
- (2) If patient fails the screen, patient to remain NPO and Nursing to order Speech Therapy Eval and Treatment/Bedside Swallowing

☑ Diet
- NPO, Advance As Tolerated, Advance to: Cardiac Diet, No exceptions, NPO until Nursing completes the bedside Dysphagia Screen (includes oral meds)

☑ Vital Signs (Frequent)
- Every 15 Minutes, Notify Provider for systolic BP greater than 185 mmHg or diastolic BP greater than 110 mmHg

☑ Neuro Checks (Frequent)
- Every 15 minutes

☑ Notify If
- Notify Provider if deterioration in ABC's and treat deficiencies

☑ Telemetry Monitoring
- continuous, while in ED

☑ Bedside Glucose Monitoring
- Stat, Notify Provider of result

☑ Saline Lock

☑ Activity
- Bedrest, Head of Bed Elevation 30 degrees

☑ Activity.
- Bedrest, Head of Bed Elevation 30 degrees

☑ Oxygen
- Via: Nasal Cannula, Keep sats greater than 94% using appropriate oxygen device

☑ Oxygen.
- Via: Nasal Cannula, Keep O2 sats greater than 94% using appropriate oxygen device

☑ Continuous Pulse Oximetry.
- Keep O2 sat greater than 94% using appropriate oxygen device

Laboratory

☑ ISTAT LABEL
- BLOOD, Stat, ONCE, Glucose

☑ ISTAT LABEL
- BLOOD, Stat, ONCE, Crea

☐ iSTAT Troponin(SUB)*
☑ Basic Metabolic Panel
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE
☑ CBC with Differential
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE
☑ Fibrinogen Level
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE
☑ Protime (PT) INR
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE
☑ Thrombin Time
   BLOOD, Stat, (for patients on Pradaxa)
☑ Troponin T (Random)
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE
☑ Troponin I
   BLOOD, Stat, ED CODE STROKE

Order a Pregnancy Test if female 10 - 60 years of age and without surgical menopause:(NOTE)*

☐ Pregnancy Test Qualitative Serum
   BLOOD, Stat

Tests/Procedures
☑ EK ECG Standard
   Stat, ED CODE STROKE, Acute Stroke, Patient in ED
   If unable to obtain 2 view due to patient condition, order XR Chest Portable.(NOTE)*
☑ XR Chest Two Views
   Stat, ED CODE STROKE. Assess for mediastinal widening, possible tPA
☑ XR Chest Portable
   Stat, Portable, ED CODE STROKE. Assess for mediastinal widening, possible tPA.
   Consult ED Provider prior to ordering CT(NOTE)*
☑ CT Brain without Contrast 70450
   Stat, ED CODE STROKE, Question Acute Stroke, possible tPA

Non Categorized
Providers must exercise independent clinical judgment when using order sets.(NOTE)*
This order set was last reviewed December 2017.(NOTE)*

*Report Legend:
DEF - This order sentence is the default for the selected order
GOAL - This component is a goal
IND - This component is an indicator
INT - This component is an intervention
IVS - This component is an IV Set
NOTE - This component is a note
Rx - This component is a prescription
SUB - This component is a sub phase